YOU CAN COUNT ON HER

Time for women to grab opportunities: statistician

Mosiho Ramagasa

Ramagasa’s future seemed academic and science, school.”

Zuma, 37, was determined to study and you’d bear his children,” she said.

“Instead of just sitting on your hands, I loved it,” she said.

“Maths came naturally to me. While everyone was playing, I was, at least, getting a good mark in my mathematics class,” she said.

There was not a lot of emphasis on education from the teachers or parents. It was just not a priority in a community where there is so emphasis on further education and on getting a job,” she said.

“Family was the only constant,” she said.

“I thought that if I stayed at home, the children would be lost. I was determined to get an education and do something.”

Rural village in KwaZulu-Natal.

Nonhlanhla Zuma

Rural village in KwaZulu-Natal.

NATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY: Ordinary Women Carving Their Own Success

WOMEN’S DAY: Perspiration now no sweat

Women’s fantasy workplace

Women’s fantasy workplace

App makes studying easier for matrices

FROM the age of three, he has been dabbling with computers, and now, as a 17-year-old Grade 11 pupil, has developed an app to help matrics using it can be sure the content they are studying is the same as in the Open University, said:

The authors stressed that there is a need for more research into the effects of spicy food on mortality rates, especially in the elderly, she said.

The research was based on a large population study of middle-aged people found that those who ate a spicy meal every day were 14% less likely to die of a heart attack, the study gives very little information about cause and effect.
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